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2 Digital Transformation

Multi-Channel Store Front  
and Customer Service
Seamless consumer experience starts in the store front with a simple 
and automated purchase event. Successful digital content business is 
based on relevant and accurate content offering and integrated 
customer service capabilities. This can be achieved by knowing the 
user’s profile and activities in the market place. In addition, the 
platform has to be cost effective. This can be achieved by leveraging a 
single platform for multiple market places (virtualization).

Payment Processing and  
Revenue Recognition
Successful payment and revenue recognition is 
based on having visibility to the whole ecosystem 
and specifically to the business, monetization and 
transaction processes. In addition, the platform 
has to support multiple payment methods like 
store credit, payment aggregators, gifts and 
credit/debit cards.

Order Management and  
Transaction Processing
Scalability in the digital ecosystem comes 
from efficient, automated order and 
transaction processing. All transactions 
need to be processed in controlled and 
sequenced manner. This includes 
operations like order capture, order 
handling and payments.

Infonova Platform—Ecosystem Enabler For The Digital Markets
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Partner Orchestration and 
Content Management
Partner orchestration and content 
management are critical in creating 
value for all the players in the 
marketplace. Core processes include 
the partner network activation, 
content delivery and revenue sharing 
with partners.

Business and Monetization Models
Digital ecosystem requires advanced business 
and monetization models. Consumer, partner 
and monetization dimensions create complex 
requirements for the enabling platform. This 
includes combining revenue sharing rules 
around different partner and consumer business 
models.
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Seamless consumer experience starts in the store front with a simple 
and automated purchase event. Successful digital content business is 
based on relevant and accurate content offering and integrated 
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user’s profile and activities in the market place. In addition, the 
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We are BearingPoint, management and technology consultants
BearingPoint is an independent management and technology consultancy managed  

and owned by its Partners throughout Europe. Serving commercial, financial and public 

services clients, BearingPoint focuses on offering its clients the best possible value in 

terms of tangible, measurable results by leveraging business and technology expertise.  

Its seamless cross-border approach, an entrepreneurial culture, long-standing relations 

with reputable organisations, profound industry and functional knowledge as well as 

solutions customised to clients specific needs make the company a truly trusted adviser. 

BearingPoint has European roots, but operates with a global reach.

 
To get there. Together.

To learn more, please visit www.bearingpointconsulting.com
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